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This book gathers high-quality research papers presented at the 2nd AUE international research conference, AUEIRC 2018, which was organized by the American University in the Emirates, Dubai, and held on November
13th-15th, 2018. The book is broadly divided into two main sections: Sustainability and Smart Business, and Sustainability and Creative Industries. The broad range of topics covered under these sections includes: risk
assessment in agriculture, corporate social responsibility and the role of intermediaries, the impact of privatizing health insurance, political events and their effect on foreign currency exchange, the effect of
sustainable HR practices on financial performance, sustainability integration in the supply chain and logistics, gender inequality in the MENA economies, the panel data model, the model of sustainable marketing in the
era of Industry 4.0, micro-enterprises as a tool for combating unemployment, the impact of financial education and control on financial behavior, measuring financial and asset performance in agricultural firms, a
comprehensive strategic approach to sustainability in the UAE, sustainability and project finance, HR analytics, FaD or fashion for organizational sustainability, a conceptual framework of sustainable competitive
advantages, psychology of organizational sustainability, Blockchain technology and sustainability, veganism and sustainability, institution building from an emotional intelligence perspective, sustainable concrete
production using CWP, occupants’ behavior and energy usage in Emirati houses, the effect of shop lighting on consumer behavior, multimedia applications in digital transformation art, integrating biomimicry principles in
sustainable architecture, experimental sustainable practices in fashion education, technology-assisted student-centered learning for civil engineering, and a 10-step design process for architectural design studios. All
contributions present high-quality original research work, findings and lessons learned in practical development.
This booklet offers a set of principles and strategies to be considered in the development and implementation of results-based accountability systems. Technical and political issues are addressed as well as the ways in
which educators, policymakers, and community members can use the information from accountability systems to improve results.
"Nigeria today appears rudderless, with no particular direction... Our country has no purposeful destiny that we can say with conviction is our lodestar. Our citizens are increasingly unsure, what being a Nigerian
means... This is a fundamental challenge that we must overcome, for a country or nation without a clear worldview simply cannot become a prosperous and powerful one." -- Page 1 of cover.
Accountability in Education
Second-class Citizen
After the Race
Making Instructional Design Decisions
Build, Innovate and Grow
What Teachers Need to Know about Assessment

This book takes a pragmatic approach which addresses ISD at several levels, addressing paradigms rather than behaviorism. This practical book clarifies the often abstract and confusing theoretical basis for instructional design by integrating both conceptual and procedural theories
with practice and examples from real life.
Although the past few decades have witnessed growing interest in varieties of English around the world, no study of the Nigerian variety intended for the international market has yet been published. Making use of well-known paradigms, the book will relate Nigerian English, as a
‘Second Language’ variety, to other World Englishes. Its chief overall concern, however, is to provide a detailed descriptive account of the variety, seeking to show what is distinctive about it and also, in this perspective, distinguishing between more educated and less educated
usage. After giving a sociolinguistic profile of Nigeria, where English today enjoys a more prominent role than ever before, it will examine in turn the phonology, morpho-syntax, and lexico-semantics of Nigerian English, with samples of written texts from the eighteenth century to
the present. It will also give a comprehensive summary of academic research carried out in the field over the past fifty years. In this way the book will provide an introduction to the subject for the benefit of scholars and students in universities in many countries, and will serve as a
useful companion to other books in De Gruyter Mouton's Dialects of English series.
“The definitive guide to mountains and climbing . . .”—Conrad Anker For nearly 60 years it’s been revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and now it’s even better than ever • The best-selling instructional text for new and intermediate climbers for more than half a century • New
edition—fully updated techniques and all-new illustrations • Researched and written by a team of expert climbers Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills is the text beloved by generations of new climbers—the standard for climbing education around the world where it has been
translated into 12 languages. For the all-new 9th Edition, committees comprosed of active climbers and climbing educators reviewed every chapter of instruction, and discussed updates with staff from the American Alpine Club (AAC), the American Institute for Avalanche Research
and Education (AIARE), and the Access Fund. They also worked with professional members of the American Mountain Guides Association (AMGA), to review their work and ensure that the updated textbook includes the most current best practices for both alpine and rock climbing
instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel techniques, from glacier travel to rope work, to safety, safety, and more safety—there is no more comprehensive and thoroughly vetted training manual for climbing than the standard set by Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills,
9th Edition. Significant updates to this edition include: • New alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal belay standard • Expanded and more detailed avalanche safety info, including how to better understand avalanches, evaluate hazards, travel safely in avy terrain, and locate and
rescue a fellow climber in an avalanche • Newly revamped chapters on clothing and camping • All-new illustrations reflecting the latest gear and techniques—created by artist John McMullen, former art director of Climbing magazine • Review of and contributions to multiple
sections by AMGA-certified guides • Fresh approach to the Ten Essentials—now making the iconic list easier to recall
Differentiated Supervision
The blinkards
Trans-Saharan African Empire to Failing Nigerian State
Diagnosing Foreign Language Proficiency
A Woman in Her Prime
The Last Good Man
This is an African retelling of Euripides: an unnervingly topical story of a people and a beloved city destroyed by the brutality of war. The play was first performed in Lagos in 2003 under the distinguished director Chuck Mike, and
subsequently toured the UK.
Published in the year 1971, The History of Education in Ghana is a valuable contribution to the field of History.
This rags-to-riches story by an award-winning Ghanaian author has page-turning appeal with luminous literary resonance. Writing with effortlessly engaging prose, Wolo showcases the interweaving layers of Ghanaian culture to create
a prismatic, multifaceted world in which two young girls, against all odds, are able to find each other. When Faiza, a Muslim migrant girl from northern Ghana, and Abena, a wealthy doctor’s daughter from the south, meet by chance in
Accra’s largest market, where Faiza works as a porter or kaya girl, they strike up an unlikely and powerful friendship that transcends their social inequities and opens up new worlds to them both. Set against a backdrop of class
disparity in Ghana, The Kaya Girl has shades of The Kite Runner in its unlikely friendship, and of Slumdog Millionaire as Faiza’s life takes unlikely turns that propel her thrillingly forward. As, over the course of the novel, Abena
awakens to the world outside her sheltered, privileged life, the novel explores a multitude of awakenings and the opportunities that lie beyond the breaking down of barriers. This is a gorgeously transporting work, offering vivid insight
into two strikingly diverse young lives in Ghana.
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
The History of Education in Ghana
Modern Tools and Techniques That Will Take You to the Top
Teaching Secondary Mathematics
Discipline with Dignity
Proceedings of the 2nd American University in the Emirates International Research Conference, AUEIRC'18—Dubai, UAE 2018

This edition of The Honest Man’s Fortune, a play co-written by JohnFletcher, Nathan Field, and Philip Massinger for the Lady Elizabeth’sMen in 1613 and revived for the King’s Men in 1625,
is the first diplomatic edition of one of the most remarkable dramatic manuscripts of the early modern period. Almost uniquely, the fair-copy manuscript records the entire process of the
circular transmission of the textfrom authors to censor to book-keeper to actors to playhouse, as well as the types of revision each required. In the hand of Edward Knight, the King’s Men’s
book-keeper, this manuscript’s title-page notes thatit was "Plaide In the yeare 1613" and contains one of the few surviving complete licences by Master of the Revels Sir Henry Herbert who
states,"This Play. Being an olde One and the Originall Lost was reallowd by mee. This: 8 febru. 1624 [i.e., 1625]."In fact, Herbert accepted as payment for the newlicense a printed edition
of Sir Philip Sidney’s Arcadia. More excitingly, the many cuts, deletions, and marginal and interlinear additions and revisions, as well as the names of three actors in its stage directions
show us two transmissions of this text: the first in 1613, when it was composed and licensed and then adjusted by the authors, and the second in 1625, when it went through almost the same
process for revival. With a full discussion of the manuscript’s material properties, provenance, transcription history, and theplay’s composition and performance history, this new edition
of The Honest Man’s Fortune puts the play where it belongs: at the center of the canon of Jacobean drama.
A Woman in Her PrimeThe Last Good Man
Since 1998 Guinea-Bissau has suffered a series of coups which outside analysts have linked to its emergence as West Africa's first "narco-state". Yet what does this mean for the country and
the nature of the state in postcolonial Africa? What links Guinea-Bissau's instability with questions ofwider regional and global security? What would a stable government look like in
Guinea-Bissau, and what are the conditions for its achievement?The book constitutes the first synthetic attempt to grasp the consequences of the crisis in Guinea-Bissau. It fills a void in
scholarship and policy analysis with a synthesis of both what has happened in the country and the wider implications for postcolonial African nation-building. With thecurrent crisis in
Mali, and rising interest among geopolitical actors in the region's stability, the contributors offer timely reflections on the causes and consequences of instability in one of Africa's
most fragile states. Together they demonstrate how the undermining of the ideologicalconstruction of post-colonial African states derives from the historical fragilities and geopolitical
conflicts which are acted out there. This is also the last book that Patrick Chabal, a significant scholar in contemporary political theory related to Africa, worked on.
Guinea-Bissau
Nigeria's Neglected Rural Majority
Trafficking in Persons
Faceless
TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCES
Micro-State To 'Narco-State'
Street life in the slums of Accra is realistically portrayed in this socially-commited, subtle novel about four educated women who are inspired by the plight of a 14-year old girl, Fofo. As the main characters convert their library center into a practical street initiative, the novel invokes the squalor, health
risks, and vicious cycles of poverty and violence that drive children to the streets and women to prostitution; and, from which, ultimately, no one in the society is free.
A man has lived on his own beside a wild, unforgiving coastline for many years. His companions are the birds, the land and the sea. From a choice made long ago, he keeps himself separate from the world of people and he gains a fierce pleasure from his environment. His solitude is broken by his
discovery, one early morning on the flat sands of low tide, of a child washed up on the beach, but still alive. This is a novel of redemption, the story of a man experiencing the world as though for the first time.
Borno (in northeast Nigeria) is notorious today as the home of an Islamist terrorist group, Boko Haram, whose insurgency is a major security threat, but it was once the heartland of the Kanuri-speaking royal empire of Kanem-Borno, renowned throughout Africa and beyond, which in its later
incarnation, the Bornu Empire, lasted from 1380 to 1893. This book offers the reader the first modern history of Borno, drawing upon sources in London, Berlin, Paris, Kaduna and Maiduguri and recently released 'migrated archives'. As its longevity suggests, what is particularly remarkable about
Borno is the permanence of its boundaries-its territorial integrity-which dates back centuries, and the political and social identities that such borders framed in the minds of its inhabitants.
From the Earliest Times to the Declaration of Independance
Political Spiritualities
A Global Perspective
Cultural Policy in Ghana
The Honest Man's Fortune
The Mountaineering Handbook

Discipline with Dignity details an affirming approach to managing the classroom that promotes respect for self and others. This completely updated 3rd edition offers practical solutions that emphasize relationship building, curriculum relevance, and academic success. The emphasis is on
preventing problems by helping students to understand each other, work well together, and develop responsibility for their own actions, but the authors also include intervention strategies for handling common and severe problems in dignified ways. Filled with real-life examples and authentic
teacher-student dialogues, Discipline with Dignity is a comprehensive and flexible system of prevention and intervention tools that shows how educators at all levels can *Be fair without necessarily treating every student the same way. *Customize the classroom to reflect today's highly
diverse and inclusive student population. *Seek students' help in creating values-based rules and appropriate consequences. *Use humor appropriately and effectively to respond to abusive language. *Fine-tune strategies to resolve issues with chronically misbehaving students and
"ringleaders" or bullies. This book is not simply a compendium of strategies for dealing with bad behavior. It is a guide to helping students see themselves in a different way, to changing the way they interact with the world. The strategies innate to this approach help students make informed
choices to behave well. When they do, they become more attuned to learning and to understanding how to use what they learn to improve their lives and the lives of others--with dignity.
Modern Mountaineering on Alpine Rock, Snow, and Ice If your experience as a backpacker or rock climber is drawing you higher; if the cold, remote alpine environment calls you nearer, this book is for you. The Mountaineering Handbook will teach you the skills that will take you to the top.
Even if you’re already an experienced mountaineer, you’ll find detailed descriptions of the newest and most effective techniques to refine and organize your methods and equipment. The Mountaineering Handbook isn't mired in outdated traditionalism; its new-school techniques are safer,
more effective, and more fun for mountaineers at every level. With constant emphasis on light, fast, and efficient mountaineering, Craig Connally shows you how to: Move quickly up and down rock, snow, and ice with appropriate safety systems Manage mountain hazards, including rockfall,
avalanche, lightning, and high-altitude illness Select the best equipment for your personal style and objectives Maintain sound nutrition and training according to the most up-to-date science Understand the human factors of mountaineering--the social and psychological forces that influence
critical decisions Connally’s passion for mountaineering is evident in his writing--The Mountaineering Handbook is clever, insightful, and entertaining. He intends to move mountaineering into the twenty-first century, but he’s also determined to turn the traditional how-to book on its ear by
injecting personality, humor, and thoughtfulness into every page.
Note: This is the loose-leaf version of Teaching Secondary Mathematics and does not include access to the Pearson eText. To order the Pearson eText packaged with the loose-leaf version, use ISBN 0133783677. Teaching Secondary Mathematics, 9/e combines methods of teaching
mathematics, including all aspects and responsibilities of the job, with a collection of enrichment units appropriate for the entire secondary school curriculum spectrum to give teachers alternatives for making professional judgments about their teaching performance–and ensuring effective
learning. The book is divided into two parts designed to ensure effective teaching and learning: Part I includes a focus on the job of teaching mathematics and Part II includes enrichment activities appropriate for the entire secondary school curriculum. Both the Common Core State Standards
and The National Council of teachers of Mathematics Principles and Standards for School Mathematics are referred to throughout the book. The new Ninth Edition features an alignment with the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), with special focus on the mathematical practices, an
updated technology chapter that shows how current tools and software can be used for teaching mathematics, and an updated chapter on assessment showing show to provide targeted feedback to advance the learning of every student.
The Pentecostal Revolution in Nigeria
Women of Owu
Techniques and Enrichment Units
My Vision for Our Country
Principles and Applications
Harvest of Corruption

The book entitled 'After The Race', contrary to popular opinion that there is no competition in life, presents life and the way people live their lives as a race adding that the various pursuits of mankind: Careers,
vocation and stable financial status constitute life's race. In running life's race, the book discourages injustice, corruption and laziness; and teaches that if people must run their life's races to a successful end, they
must be hardworking and dependent on God. In addition, the book teaches morality, forgiveness, love, obedience to parents, teachers, God and constituted authority. In the book, Chioma and Jessica are classmates.
The former is a quiet and an intelligent girl and the latter is her opposite. While Chioma's sterling qualities endeared many people to her, it ignited Jessica's jealousy and unhealthy rivalry. Like so many other people,
Chioma and Jessica raced towards becoming people to recon with in life and future. How did they run the race of life? Did they run it to an end? Find out these and more from the book. The book is for winners and
those who want to win. It is, therefore, a must read by all and sundry.
Advances in medical technology increase both the efficacy and efficiency of medical practice, and mobile technologies enable modern doctors and nurses to treat patients remotely from anywhere in the world. This
technology raises issues of quality of care and medical ethics, which must be addressed. E-Health and Telemedicine: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores recent advances in mobile medicine and
how this technology impacts modern medical care. Three volumes of comprehensive coverage on crucial topics in wireless technologies for enhanced medical care make this multi-volume publication a critical
reference source for doctors, nurse practitioners, hospital administrators, and researchers and academics in all areas of the medical field. This seminal publication features comprehensive chapters on all aspects of ehealth and telemedicine, including implementation strategies; use cases in cardiology, infectious diseases, and cytology, among others; care of individuals with autism spectrum disorders; and medical image analysis.
This is a comprehensive textbook for A-level students and first-year undergraduates taking courses in biology, geography and Earth sciences.
Ecology
The Kaya Girl
All Our Children Learning
a comedy
Adapting Technology for School Improvement
A Primer for Parents, Teachers, and Other Educators
This book addresses the need for tests that can diagnose the strengths and weaknesses in learners' developing foreign language proficiency. It presents the rationale for, and research surrounding, the
development of DIALANG, a suite of internet-delivered diagnostic foreign language tests funded by the European Commission. The word 'diagnosis' is common in discussions in language education and applied
linguistics, but very few truly diagnostic tests exist. However, the diagnosis of foreign language proficiency is central to helping learners make progress. This volume explores the nature of diagnostic
testing, emphasizing the need for a better understanding of the nature of appropriate diagnosis. The book starts with a debate about how diagnostic testing might most appropriately be developed. Charles
Alderson argues that the field has neglected to construct diagnostic tests, partly because other forms of testing have dominated the field. Alderson examines how proficiency has been diagnosed in the key
areas of language: reading, listening, writing, grammar and vocabulary. The value of self-assessment is discussed and exemplified as a key component in developing learners', and teachers', awareness of
the complexity of language learning. The book ends with a consideration of and recommendations for future developments in the diagnosis of foreign language proficiency.
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After an explosion of conversions to Pentecostalism over the past three decades, tens of millions of Nigerians now claim that “Jesus is the answer.” But if Jesus is the answer, what is the question? What
led to the movement’s dramatic rise and how can we make sense of its social and political significance? In this ambitiously interdisciplinary study, Ruth Marshall draws on years of fieldwork and grapples
with a host of important thinkers—including Foucault, Agamben, Arendt, and Benjamin—to answer these questions. To account for the movement’s success, Marshall explores how Pentecostalism presents the
experience of being born again as a chance for Nigerians to realize the promises of political and religious salvation made during the colonial and postcolonial eras. Her astute analysis of this religious
trend sheds light on Nigeria’s contemporary politics, postcolonial statecraft, and the everyday struggles of ordinary citizens coping with poverty, corruption, and inequality. Pentecostalism’s rise is
truly global, and Political Spiritualities persuasively argues that Nigeria is a key case in this phenomenon while calling for new ways of thinking about the place of religion in contemporary politics.
This fifth grade science textbook is designed for use in Utah during the 2014-2015 academic year. This book was developed by the Utah State Office of Education and is aligned to the Utah Science Core.
This book is based on materials originally published by CK-12 and Siyavula under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA license. This book is licensed under those same terms. A PDF version of this book is available
FOR FREE download from the USOE website at http://www.schools.utah.gov/CURR/science/OER.aspx You are free to print and redistribute your own copies of this textbook.
E-Health and Telemedicine: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
The Potter's Wheel
Nigerian English Usage
The Interface Between Learning and Assessment
An Introduction
Intermediate and Senior Phases

This report presents the yearly assessment of global progress towards the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), determining the areas where progress has been made, and those that are lagging behind. The report is based on a master set of data compiled by the
Inter-Agency and Expert group on MDG indicators led by the Statistics Division of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
The Secret Lives of Baba Segi's Wives is a scandalous, engrossing tale of sexual politics and family strife in modern-day Nigeria. Lola Shoneyin's bestselling novel bursts on to the stage in a vivid adaptation by Caine Award-winning playwright Rotimi Babatunde.
“Men are like yam, you cut them how you like.” Baba Segi has three wives, seven children, and a mansion filled with riches. But now he has his eyes on Bolanle, a young university graduate wise to life's misfortunes. When Bolanle responds to Baba Segi's advances,
she unwittingly uncovers a secret which threatens to rock his patriarchal household to the core.
Adah, a woman from the Ibo tribe, moves to England o live with her Nigerian student husband. She soon discovers that life for a young Nigerian woman living in London in the 1960s is grim. Rejected by British society and thwarted by her husband, who expect
Millennium Development Goals Report 2015
A History of Borno
Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills
New Challenges, New Solutions
The Successors

Explores a differentiated system of supervision in which teachers can choose from among four different supervision styles, including the clinical style in which intense observation and feedback is conducted by a trained supervisor.
This is About a pampered boy, Obuechina Maduabuchi.....Only brother of five older sisters and a younger one, prize pupil in school, apple of his doting mother's eye, eight years old and hopelessly spoilt.In a vain attempt to salvage his character, his father decides he must be sent away as houseboy to a teacher and his wicked wife.
Sustainable Development and Social Responsibility—Volume 2
Grade Five Science
The Secret Lives of Baba Segi’s Wives
Nigerian English
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